THE ATTACKS ON THE CORUNNA ROAD
fields of silvery olive trees, reached and captured
village of Humera and farther on even the villas round
the railway station of Pozuelo. The heads of the columns
had been deflected from Aravaca, straight ahead of them*
by the force of that position, the approaches to which
were beaten by the Reds from three different directions.
This side-slipping was a fatal error, as it left the whole
Nationalist line once more much in the air. It was so
evident that orders were speedily given for the advance
guards to fall back along the railway line, abandoning the
villas of Pozuelo—the village itself was some distance
farther west—and to concentrate in a semicircle north
and west of Htimera.
The move was carried out at night and just in time.
Strong Red forces moving from Boadilla del Monte, still
a Red concentration point, and others coming from
Madrid itself, were planning an attack for dawn. It
started with great fury, led on the west, that is to say
ronnd Pozuelo station, by no fewer than sixteen Russian
tanks. There was a considerable artillery preparation, but
it was obvious that the foreign officers commanding the
units of the International Brigade taking part were
worried when they found they had are-taken** Pozuelo
station after the exchange of only a few rifle shots. There
was some delay, and then the attack pushed on due east to
the hollow ground immediately in front of Humera
village. It was then about seven in the morning, and the
Red attack from Madrid on the right flank of the National-
ists was developing slowly. It was obvious that this was
either a diversion or a weak attack, and Colonel Yague, in
command, turned all his attention to meet the much
more formidable menace rolling up from Boadilla
through the ploughed fields and fruit gardens of Pozuelo.
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